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read | define read at dictionary - read definition, to look at carefully so as to understand the meaning of
(something written, printed, etc.): to read a book; to read music. see more. health & safety law (easy read
... - health and safety law - 3 of 14 pages this leaflet is about the law on health and safety at work. the law
is there: to stop you getting hurt at work to stop you getting ill five year forward view (easy read version)
- nhs england - nhs five year forward view 3 but the quality of care that people receive can be changeable,
preventable illness is widespread and health inequalities are mental capacity act 2005: an easy read
guide - 3 3 1. introduction the mental capacity act is all about making decisions. it is law. some people are
able to make every decision about their own lives. diabetes easy read guide (pdf) - easyhealth - easy
read translations were done by easyhealth at generate opportunities ltd. type 2 diabetes most people with
diabetes have type 2 diabetes type 2 diabetes happens when either your: - body cannot use its insulin. - body
cannot make enough insulin. diabetes can be easily controlled by careful eating, and checking your blood
sugar levels. type 2 diabetes can get worse. you may need to take ... easy read card on safer sleep - safer
sleep for babies ... - safer sleep for babies things you can do always place your baby a on their back to sleep
keep your baby smoke free during pregnancy and after birth an easy to read guide to the disability
discrimination act - introduction the disability discrimination act is a law to help disabled people. it says
disabled people must be treated fairly . the law also says that disabled read! build! and write! matsread!
build! and write! mats - read! build! and write! matsread! build! and write! mats what are read, build, and
write mats? they are a fun way for you to squeeze in a little
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